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like a few, many, many, many, many korean films, the writer of the
story knew the ending of the story and started it by narrating the
story in flashback in order to "give" the story to the audience. i'm

sure there are many more examples. the korean directors that
emerged from the late 90s and early 2000s are all in this list. this

film also contains one of the best backstories to the 2000 olympics.
this film also made me appreciate the cinematography and artistic
beauty of korean films even more. #9 eso i love this film, and this
film is a favorite in my top 20. this is the best film made in the 90s
and its still awesome. the korean government actually supported

this film and gave it ample amounts of money to produce. the film
centers around the work of the n.k.o. and some of their military

leaders who are trying to build up their country and get the world
to see the results. sadly, all of the korean films of the 90s are now
in danger of being made into movies because of the goverment's

love affair with blockbusters. the 90s are a nostalgia trip for korean
directors and it will all be lost if more blockbusters are made. this
film is a classic that i will enjoy watching over and over again. #8
sa-ilgi this is another film from the 90s that did not get any sort of

big budget treatment and got buried under a bunch of
blockbusters. it was only released in theaters for 3 days and i was
fortunate enough to be able to see it in that short time. the film

centers around the issue of famine in south korea and its effects on
the korean people. its a film that people shouldnt miss if they want
to experience the true beauty of korean films. it is one of the most

heart wrenching and saddening films i have ever seen. it is a
difficult film to watch, and is not for the faint of heart. its a film that
shames the viewer into empathy for the people who are suffering

from this terrible famine.
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thanks a lot for ur comment. actually i have seen a korean film
earlier (i think it was a documentary- a fine and subtle madness-

where korean film director im kwon-taek was showing his life
story.) it was before i watched my sassy girl and i don't even know
the story of the film. i am waiting for the release of the brotherhood

of war and the brotherhood of war two. the first one was really
good and i am hoping for a sequel. i will be very happy if i get to

watch the korean version of iron man, since i have seen the
hollywood version and i can't wait to watch the korean version. my
sassy girl is an awesome film and i am glad that you have made a
list for it. i will watch it and try to write a review for it. i have also
seen a korean movie earlier(i think it was a documentary- a fine
and subtle madness) and i don't even know the story of the film.
thanks a lot for ur comment and i have always wanted to watch a
korean version of iron man. the hollywood version was released in
may 2008 and the korean version is expected to be released in oct

2008. hope you have the chance to watch it! thanks for ur
comment, i agree with u about the korean films. there are some

good ones out there and i can't wait to watch my sassy girl and the
brotherhood of war two. i have also seen a korean movie earlier(i

think it was a documentary- a fine and subtle madness) and i don't
even know the story of the film. thanks a lot for ur comment and i
have always wanted to watch a korean version of iron man. the

hollywood version was released in may 2008 and the korean
version is expected to be released in oct 2008. hope you have the

chance to watch it! 5ec8ef588b
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